Voice Carrier | E911

Voice Carrier: E911 COMPLIANT

E911 capabilities inherently reside in all Voice Carrier phone systems. They detect location identity for each
phone, where other systems cannot. We've already built it in, so you’d be covered and you’d be safe, from day
one…and, it’s the law.

+100 STANDARD FEATURES

WHY USE VOICE CARRIER?
50-60% savings
Cloud-based, on-site or hybrid
Keep your phone numbers
Connect all your devices
Quick and easy setup
Zero technician fees
Little to no on-site equipment
Maintenance included
Warranty included
Technical support included
No cost, transparent upgrades
One provider.
One system.
One bill.

oicemail
Nationwide calling
Conference bridges
24x x365 -based support
oicemail-to-email
uto-attendant
Call analytics reporting
Online system management
Find me follow me calling
Call forward
aging
pp integration
Limitless extensions
.and much more

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

100% RELIABILITY
The only hosted phone system with double redundancy.
verything is backed up in four different places. That s
unprecedented reliability.

Many phone systems do not
provide emergency information.
Does yours?
We'll show you how
to check your system.
Contact us at:
844-566-4911

mergency response integration with all phones,
overhead paging, alarm system, and front-door
intercom.

What's required to be compliant?
1. Callers must be able to dial 911 without an outside access code (#9).
2. Dispatchers must be able to locate the caller (e.g. classroom, office number).
3. 911 operators must be able to call the phone back directly.
4. 911 calls must connect to emergency services in closest proximity to caller.
5. First responders are given the caller's detailed location inside the building.

The overwhelming response from our customers has been, “Thanks for keeping us compliant
and safe. We just assumed our current phone company was up to date.”

oice Carrier s cloud-based phone systems inherently cost
less than traditional systems and we pass the savings on
to you. With over 100 modern features, it s a more powerful
way for your company to connect, at a much lower cost.
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BETTER
PHONE
SERVICE

Your establishment is legally liable for 911 calls that fail.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Federal and State laws are
being enacted that make you
liable if 911 responders can’t
locate the caller inside your
establishment. Fines are as
high as $5,000 per incident.
Your phone system must be able to provide the exact
location from which the call is made, so EMS can FIND
the person quickly. For example:
• Hotel Room • Office Number
• Classroom
• Factory Floor
We can provide information about your State’s laws.

A simple test can determine
if your phones are compliant.
Ca us at 844-566-4911 to nd out.

Voice Carrier can help you get compliant and prevent both tragedy
and liability. E911 capabilities are built into all Voice Carrier phone
systems.
Are your phones safe?
911@voicecarrier.com | 844-566-4911 | 650-376-1200 | www.voicecarrier.com
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